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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

COVID-19 has been called the great equalizer, but nothing could be further from the truth. The

disease clearly affects certain groups far worse than others, and the countermeasures

implemented to quell the outbreak have been a phenomenal boon for wealthy globalists while

decimating the livelihood, and perhaps even the will to live, of the average person. As reported by

IPS News:

“According to the latest ILO reports,  as job losses escalate due to lockdowns, nearly half

of the global workforce is at risk of losing livelihoods, access to food and the ability to

survive.

The World Economic Forum states that ‘With some 2.6 billion people around the world in

some kind of lockdown, we are conducting arguably the largest psychological experiment

ever.’

As governments and corporations tighten political authoritarianism  and technological

surveillance, curtailing privacy and democratic protest, much of humanity is succumbing to

anxiety, depression and a sense of powerlessness.”

Pandemics Highlight Preexisting Health Inequalities

An ever-growing number of doctors, academics and scientists are now questioning the origin of the

virus, the validity of using PCR tests to diagnose “cases,” the usefulness of face masks, the

questionable classiMcation of COVID-19 deaths, the suppression of scientiMcally veriMed methods

of prevention and treatment, and the safety and usefulness of COVID-19 vaccines.

There are clear problems in all of these areas, yet questions and logical thinking have been, and

continue to be, met with harsh resistance and denial.

Those leading the charge in terms of pandemic responses — most notably the World Health

Organization, media companies and Big Tech — have not been shy about their censoring of

counter-narratives, almost without exception. Even military information warfare units are being

deployed in the Mght against “anti-vaccine propaganda.”

When it comes to the disease itself, we now know certain comorbidities signiMcantly raise your risk

of complications and deaths. Among the top ones are obesity, insulin resistance and vitamin D

deMciency.

While these conditions are exceptionally common overall, they’re particularly prevalent in Black and

indigenous communities, and when combined with inadequate access to health care, these groups

also end up being disproportionally affected by COVID-19. As noted by IPS News:

“The disproportionately higher rates of COVID deaths among American Indians and Alaska

Natives,  for example, are due to higher rates of obesity, diabetes, asthma and heart

disease than among more privileged U.S. communities.”

Research  suggests even mild obesity can inUuence COVID-19 severity, raising the risk of

respiratory failure by 2.5 times and the risk of needing intensive care by nearly Mve times.

InUammation triggered by obesity is also thought to be responsible for the threefold greater risk of

pulmonary embolism (blood clots in the lungs) seen in obese COVID-19 patients.

Certain groups — particularly the elderly and those with darker skin — are also far more prone to the

illness due to the fact that they’re also at highest risk for vitamin D deMciency.

COVID-19, the Great Inequity

While the media and political and economic institutions claim the pandemic narrative is based on

scientiMc consensus, this clearly isn’t the case. There’s no evidence supporting universal mask use,

for example, and there’s even less scientiMc support for lockdowns — a strategy based on a high

school project that won third place.

James Corbett of the Corbett Report discusses this shocking revelation in the video above. As it

turns out, the young girl’s father is Robert Glass, a senior researcher at Sandia National

Laboratories, who worked on pandemic emergency response plans for the U.S. Department of

Homeland Security.

His proposal to shut down schools and businesses in the case of an inUuenza pandemic was

published in the November 2006 issue of the journal of Emerging Infectious Diseases.

Now, as many small businesses are failing thanks to months-long shutdowns and employment

opportunities look bleak in many areas, government leaders around the world are suddenly joining

the World Economic Forum in calling for a Great Reset of the economy.

This hardly seems like a random coincidence. This plan, which has been brewing for decades, will

further empower and enrich wealthy, unelected powerbrokers while enslaving and impoverishing

everyone else.

COVID-19 Is a Class War

The fact that the pandemic has been used to shift wealth from the poor and middle class to the

ultra-wealthy is clear for anyone to see at this point. As reported by IPS News:

“The combined wealth of U.S. billionaires ‘surpassed $1 trillion in gains since March 2020

and the beginning of the pandemic,’ according to a study by the Institute for Policy

Studies.”

While 45.5 million Americans Mled for unemployment, 29 new billionaires were created, the Institute

for Policy Studies reported in June 2020,  and the Mve richest men in the U.S. — Jeff Bezos, Bill

Gates, Mark Zuckerberg, Warren Buffett and Larry Ellison — grew their wealth by a total of $101.7

billion (26%), between March 18, 2020, and June 17, 2020, alone.

“ The disparity in treatment of big box stores and
small retailers is striking — and illogical. Why is it
safe to shop with hundreds of people in a Walmart
but unsafe to shop in a store that can only hold a
fraction of that?”

Pandemic proMteers include big tech companies like Zoom and Skype, along with some of the

largest retailers. Walmart and Target report record sales this year.  And no wonder, when they’ve

frequently been the only places that haven’t been shut down. Online retailers like Amazon  and

Wayfair  are also boasting record revenues.

The disparity in treatment of big box stores and small retailers is striking — and illogical. Why is it

safe to shop with hundreds of people in a Walmart but unsafe to shop in a store that can only hold a

fraction of that? Why has the largest retailers been allowed to remain open while mom and pop

shops have been forcibly shut down? It makes no sense, yet the targeted destruction of small

businesses continues. As noted by IPS News:

“The COVID pandemic has not been the ‘Great Equalizer’ as suggested by the likes of New

York Governor Andrew Cuomo and members of the World Economic Forum. Rather, it has

exacerbated existing inequalities along gender, race and economic class divides across the

world.”

Hypocrisy Abounds

That the COVID-19 pandemic is a form of class war is also evident in the way rules are enforced.

While citizens are told what to do, those who lay down the rules repeatedly break them. It’s “rules

for thee, not for me.”

In the eight-minute video above, YouTuber Joey B. Toonz highlights the hypocrisy of government

okcials who restrict public gatherings but keep a different set of rules for themselves.

From telling people they have to wear masks between bites to closing down indoor gatherings at

dining establishments and small businesses across the country, the hypocrisy of different states’

governors is blatant.

Threatening criminal citations and even arrest, these governors demand obedience “for the public

good.” It’s all about “saving lives,” they say. Yet these same governors continue living life more or

less normally, socializing and traveling as they always have, without repercussions.

White House news reporters don’t get off the hook, either, as the video shows how they, too, have

one standard for the president and the public and a different set of rules when they think the

cameras are off.

The hypocrisy of the ruling class makes the restrictions all the more dikcult to bear, as it’s

becoming increasingly clear that there really are two sets of rules, and they’re based on class.

There’s the haves and the have nots, and those with meager Mnances are also disproportionally

robbed of their freedom to socialize and travel, which is just as devastating as not being allowed to

make a living. The video highlights the case of an elderly woman who asked to be euthanized

because she just couldn’t take the restrictions any longer.

The Global Restructuring

At this point, it should be obvious for anyone paying attention that the pandemic is being prolonged

and exaggerated for a reason, and it’s not because there’s concern for life. Quite the contrary.

It’s a ploy to quite literally enslave the global population within a digital surveillance system  that is

not of our own choosing — a system so unnatural and inhumane that no rational population would

ever voluntarily go down that road.

“The ‘Great Reset’ seeks to … expand corporate control of natural resources and state

surveillance of individuals,” IPS News writes.  “In the post-pandemic ‘Great Reset,’ there

would not be much life left outside the technological-corporate nexus dominated by

monolithic agribusiness, pharmaceutical, communication, defense and other inter-

connected corporations, and the governments and media serving them.

The proponents of the ‘Great Reset’  envisage a Brave New World where, ‘You will own

nothing. And you will be happy. Whatever you want, you will rent, and it will be delivered by

drones.’

But it is more likely that this elite-led revolution will make the vast majority of humanity a

powerless appendage of technology with little consciousness and meaning in their lives.”

It should also be clear that most if not all pandemic restrictions to freedom are meant to become

permanent. Indeed, they’re bound to become even more restrictive and invasive once plans for

health passports, an all-digital currency, standard basic income, debt forgiveness in return for

relinquishing all future rights to private ownership, digital IDs and a social scoring system are fully

implemented.

Now’s the Time to Fight Back

It’s important to understand that now’s the time to Mght back: to resist any and all unconstitutional

edicts. Once the “new world order” is in place, you will no longer be able to do a thing about it.

Your life — your health, educational and work opportunities, your Mnances and your very identity —

will be so meshed with the automated technological infrastructure that any attempt to break free

will result in you being locked out or erased from the system, leaving you with no ability to learn,

work, travel or engage in commerce.

It sounds far-fetched, I know, but when you follow the technocratic plan to its inevitable end, that’s

basically what you end up with. The warning signs are all around us, if we’re willing to see them for

what they actually are. The only question now is whether enough people are willing to resist it to

make a difference.

We must keep pushing for transparency and truth. We must insist on medical freedom and personal

liberty. Do not allow yourself to be bullied into silence.

And, even more importantly, release the fear. It’s a fearful public that allows the technocratic elite to

dictate the future and rip away our personal freedoms. It’s fear that allows tyranny to Uourish.

Really look at the data, so you can see for yourself that panic is unwarranted.

For practical strategies on how you can respond in light of all the tyrannical interventions that have

been imposed on us, check out James Corbett’s interview with Howard Lichtman below. I also

recommend reading “Constitutional Sheriffs Are the Difference Between Freedom and Tyranny.”

Take Control of Your Health

Last but not least, now is also the time to take control of your own health. Remember, insulin

resistance, obesity and vitamin D deMciency top the list of comorbidities that signiMcantly raise

your risk complications and death from COVID-19. These are also underlying factors in a host of

other chronic diseases, so by addressing them, you’ll improve your health overall.

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant best-seller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

7,128 ratings

ORDER NOW
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brianallen1
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Just yesterday, I bought the highest quality disposable mask available to sand some lightly charred wood. I was able to get a 100%

seal on my face. I am still blowing black goo from my nose. If masks can't protect people from visible particles, do you believe they

protect from microscopic ones? Don't even get me started about the huge gaps that form where they pucker up on people's faces. I'm

not going to be able to handle the muzzled zombies during the next big scare.
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roadrunnerisp
Joined On 5/4/2021 9:58:09 AM
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Seems like 90% of people didnt even wear them right, anyway. I always enjoyed Dr. Lee Merrit's presentations, on masking. I had

even been in a hospital (on business) during the plandemic and nurses at the nurses station didnt even have them covering their

noses....
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I suppose you'll have to rely on one of these:

www.zoopy.com/ba/best-gas-mask/?msclkid=b102ff5ecc83189114349ce2faccd2..  eyeroll :-(
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM
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The "mask" serves a dual purpose...it serves as a control/obeyance mechanism and facilitates further deterioration of one's

health. From my perspective; it makes a person look like a total idiot!
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dejure
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As a woodworker with three dust collectors in my shop, an air fed mask, at least one box of N-95's, several half face masks or

respirators and one full face mask, I am very familiar with Mltering capabilities (micron size, MERV ratings) of these things. It

ticked me off no small amount when people argued I needed spit shields they called surgeon's masks. rather than even superior

N-95's (still inadequate).
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brianallen1- What about all the people who wear masks and have a full beard down to their necks and upper chest? I see them

all the time and think to myself Why Bother with a mask? Plus viruses bacteria also enter thru the eyes.

www.foxnews.com/health/coronavirus-more-infectious-eyes-airways-sars  Maybe the mask on a bearded person collects food

droppings and crumbs.
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This song from 1974 asks the crucial question! --- www.youtube.com/watch
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When Biden mandated that all Government agency employees get vaccinated, told my boss, that I was 1. Not going to furnish or share

any of my medical records to the county, and 2. I was not going to wear a mask all day in the okce. I was told there would be no

exceptions to this. I am semi-retired and just working part-time, so it was no big deal to me. I just simply was not going to comply. At

the last minute, our Governor ruled against what the Federal government had mandated and the the courts overturned the

governmental employee mandate. I still work there, but I told them that I am done with masks. A year later, one of our attorneys is still

darting around with a mask on. Running around like a mouse....darting from the shut okce door to the rest room...........but I have seen

this attorney at the courthouse without a mask.......I would surely like to say something ........but: captured by the "mass formation

psychosis', I guess...............................
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Yeah, a tipping point is coming. It’s going to get really ugly in the streets!
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It's already getting ugly. Mad Max isn't too far off!
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Joined On 5/3/2009 2:40:01 AM
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When I Mrst started into employment, each week I received my weekly pay in a brown envelope, "pay Packet", which contained a couple

of 1 bank notes and coins; 2, 8 shillings and 4 pence, in coin of the realm. As I grew older, my pay increased, while at the same time,

the related external costs for payment from my pay were stable. Again, in a free market, that I have already described in The Road

Ahead From A Grass Roots Perspective, my free to download PDF book chriscoles.com/page3.html  anyone could obtain credit, such

as a house mortgage, where the cost per month was precisely stable for the entire length of the term of the mortgage; a 3.5%

mortgage rate was stable for the entire length of the 30 year term.

Exactly the same for any other form of credit obtained, such as to purchase a car. What has changed recently was the introduction of

electronic banking, where it became possible for the entire Mnancial system to change the rules from a free market system, where you

bought a contract to provide a service, or purchase a product; that was a classic purchase. You agreed the terms, and the terms were

set into stone. the terms of sale of any form of such was Mxed at the moment of sale. No one could change any aspect of the deal

agreed once the sale had been concluded. That is a free enterprise; free market economy in action.

What went wrong was the re-introduction of a feudal economy, classic feudalism, where at any moment, anyone selling anything,

retained the right to change the deal downstream of that moment, where the original deal was struck. The only way out of this now

extreme form of feudalism, is to insist that all purchases are to be made on free market terms; where the details of the Mnancing of the

purchase are Mxed at that moment of sale. While I do not fully agree with; The Destiny of Civilisation by Michael Hudson, he does set

out a detailed description of how a Rentier Finance Insurance and Real Estate FIRE economy works. I recommend it.
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One big resounding yes, it is also what Vadana Shiva calls rent collection Colonialism. It's how Gates became a global

monopolist.
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Remember the start of the fear porn - our health types on TV nearly crying at the devastation that would happen unless we isolated

and showered in some sanitation gel? So it would seem like people living on the streets or in very poor living conditions would die

from the rapidly spreading covids. How could they possibly leave their delivered groceries in the porch for a while before bringing

them in for sanitation procedures? And nothing happened. A few pastors in Canada were Mned (one jailed) fo trying to feed people who

did not have food. No one seemed to be dropping dead. That is off - well no matter let's not discuss anything not supporting the

okcial narrative.
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Regarding: "A few pastors in Canada were Mned (one jailed) fo trying to feed people who did not have food. No one seemed to

be dropping dead." What really Mghts pathogens, be it natural or this biological depopulation warfare, are strong immune

systems. What harms immune functionality are assaults upon it such as the injectable biological warfare that bypasses the

body's defenses otherwise known as their so called "vaccine" yet not Mtting the deMnition and poor diet and lack of food also

suppresses the immune system. From my preparedness perspective it's important to stock up on nutritious foods and

supplements for when they try to kill us and take away freedoms again.
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"Certain comorbidities signiMcantly raise your risk of complications and death from COVID-19. Among the top ones are obesity, insulin

resistance and vitamin D deMciency."  This fact and the obvious prevalence of compromised "Terrain" among junk foodists' related

conditions should shoot holes in the "Germ Theory." Even with artiMcially enhanced infectiousness, healthy people resisted serious

sickness. It also took a concerted psyche/fear attack on the world, the other half of "gain of function" boosted vulnerability....and yet

they lie!
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Looks like the French Revolution all over again with top earners raking in billions. Only difference is that the govt is doling out money

and the amount of people at home, doing nothing, except spending Govt hand out money is incredible. They get more income from

doing nothing than working. Shame on the government and shame on those who are freeloading.
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Those who think Covid is just the Uu are as delusional as those who think the vaccine is safe and effective. Not vaxxed myself, two

bouts of Covid, followed supplements, nebulized hydrogen peroxide and Ivermectin protocol, and am in shape without dangerous

pre-existing conditions. Covid is not easy to completely get over and It’s pretty obvious to me how dangerous it can be. Covid acts

differently in everyone just as the shot does. Get a grip everyone. We are under attack, planned or not, and we’re all at risk from the

unexpected. All that being said, even if this is a dangerous bio-weapon, we should maintain our liberty. Once groups can drop their

justiMcations for what they believe and promote, maybe we’ll all become sane.
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Reminded of two things: 1) Dr. Day's speech to graduating pediatric students in 1969, & 2) the manner in which Rome would ever use

the Jews & their genius for Mnance in a mutually back-scratching deal to get around the usury laws....when they get rich enough to be

perceived as a threat, or to arouse papal covetousness, however: who really rules this fallen & wicked, the head of all craft, becomes

very apparent.
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Yes, we'll have digital ID tied to vaccine compliance, geoengineered climate change symptoms (created by chemtrails, sun blocking

technology), mRNA nanotechnology in genetically engineered food, 24/7 surveillance, 5,000 new "vaccines" aka gene therapy in the

making to render the human body no more than a collection of parts that have been inMltrated/"hacked" into a compliant, servile,

short-lived format. Meanwhile, the 800 ruling elite families that will have absolute control and free reign over the world to indulge their

every pedophilic, satanic whim... Well that's the plan. In reality, they will fall victim to their own bioweaponry which will be impossible

to contain and live out their days in fear of their lives, like hypochondria hermits, wondering where all the nice hotels and retaurants

have gone.
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Are you aware that the geoengineers are now "proposing" to do EXACTLY what they've been denying has been going on for

many decades? They are "all-in" this time!
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